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1. INTRODUCTION

God gave us all minds & intellects to enable us to

make this crucial decision i.e. “Worship the Creator (God)

but not his Creations”. It is the most important decision

in the life of a human being. Upon it depends his future.

Consequently, each and every one of us must examine

dispassionately1 the evidence presented and choose what

appears to be right until further evidence arises.

Since from the beginning of creation the Creator of

the entire universe has not changed. This booklet intends

to provide some evidence for the validity of that claim.

However, it must always be kept in mind that one can

only determine the true path by putting aside emotions

and prejudices2 that often blind us from reality. Then, and

only then, we will  be able to use our God given

intelligence and make rational and correct decisions.

1. Dispassionate:  Unaffected by strong emotion or

prejudice

2. Prejudices: A partiality that prevents objective

consideration of an issue or situation
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In the Name of God, Most Gracious, Most Merciful

2.  Useful Message to All

Friends,

Have you ever thought for a while, that the entire

world is witnessing rapid material progress. Everything is

modernized and computerized. Man standing on the

surface of the earth and gazing3 at the moon has now set

his foot on it. He has progressed and advanced a lot. But

at the same time he is becoming more and more

helpless. Man has become the enemy of man. He is

resorting to all sorts of inhumane acts. He is becoming a

victim of all types of social evils. The result is evil

spreading rapidly in society. A situation has been created

wherein there is no Moral value and virtues are

unimportant.

Pause a bit. Just look at the surroundings. Look at

the environment around us. The sun, the stars, the moon,

the sky, the planet, the trees, mountains, etc. All are in

order. Nothing is random in their system. It is because

they are following the way of the Creator. They obey the

natural laws that the Creator has set. Even Man has to

obey the laws, which the Creator has set for him. The

Creator is the same for all of us. The water that satisfies

our thirst, the food that fulfills our hunger, the air that

we breathe and the blood that flows in our veins all are

the same for all of us. It is the same Creator who created

3. Gazing: Look at with fixed eyes
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all the heavenly and astronomical bodies.

Now the question is when the Creator for all of us is

the same, then why do people come up with different

concepts for the Creator.  Why do people run here and

there in search of the Lord when he is there clearly

defined in front of us. The answer for these questions is

that man has become ignorant and he is in a theoretical4

world with different theoretical opinions.

One more thing…

Do you know what a newborn baby does as soon as

s/he comes out of a mother’s womb?

Is s/he crying…?

Is s/he suckling…?

No, s/he is BREATHING!!! Without that no one can

live in this life. And do you know who has ordered and

given one the power to breathe……… It is none other

than the Almighty5 Creator. The same Creator who has

created this entire Universe.

He is the one who has given life to a baby and He is

the one who has given the baby the powers to come up

with the breathing action. Without which the baby

wouldn’t have survived or lived. So breathing is one of

the important activities, which every human being and

4. Theoretical: Concerned primarily with theories or

hypothesis rather than practical considerations

5. Almighty: Having unlimited power
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every creature performs. Creatures would have become

lifeless without this act of breathing.

Unknowingly and without any consciousness, we,

human beings are inhaling and exhaling every second.

This act of inhaling oxygen and exhaling carbon dioxide is

not according to our will and orders. It is according to the

orders of the Creator. Life and death is in His hands.

Nothing is in our hands. Everything in the Galaxies6 and

Universe goes according to His will and orders.

When the Creator has given us life and provided

each and every thing for our survival, then why can’t we

be thankful and submissive to Him?

To be thankful to the Almighty5, first we need to

accept his Almightiness and his Superior and Eternal

powers. Then we need to identify Him in the proper and

correct sense. For this the concept of God must be clear

in front of us. The real concept of God, which is

mentioned in various Religious and Heavenly Scriptures.

The real concept of God is that He is one and no

one is adjoined in his Creation. All the Heavenly

Scriptures, which were revealed on the surface of the

Earth for mankind, clearly speak about this.

Even in the Vedas it is clearly mentioned as:

"Ekam Brahm, dvitiya naste neh na naste

kinchan"

6. Galaxies:  a collection of star systems; any of the billions

of systems each having many stars and nebulae and dust
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Meaning…

"There is only one God, not the second; not at all,

not at all, not in the least bit."

This Brahma Sutra of Hinduism thus clearly presents

the correct & true concept of God.

The verse from the Upanishads mentioned below is

testimony to the above. It says:

"Ekam evadvitiyam"

"He is One only without a second."

      (Chandogya Upanishad 6 : 2 : 1)

Another Verse from Upanishad says:

"Nacasya Kascij janita na cadhipah"

"Of Him there are neither Parents nor Lord."

   (Shwetashavatara Upanishad 6 : 9)

Still another verse from Upanishad testifies the

Oneness of the Almighty Lord as:

"Na tasya Pratima asti"

"There is no image of Him."

(Shwetashavatara Upanishad 4 : 19 / Yajurveda 32 : 3)

Even the Bible is not beyond the Monotheistic

preachings. It has been said in The New Testament:

" And call no [man] your father upon the earth: for
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one is your Father, which is in heaven."

(Mathew, 23 : 9)

At another instance, it has been stated in Holy Bible:

" To whom then will ye liken God? or what

likeness wil ye compare unto him?."

(Isaiah, 40 : 18)

Another verse of Holy Bible cleared the fact

obviously that  human being cannot  imagine the

appearance of the real God

" Ye have neither heard his voice at any time, nor

seen his shape."      (John, 5 : 37)

The final revelation of God, “The Holy Quran” too

presents the real concept of God in simple words :

Say: He is Allah7, the One and Only.

Allah, the Eternal, Absolute;

He begets8 not. Nor is He begotten9;

And there is none Like Unto Him.

     (QURAN 112 : 1 - 4)

7. Allah: Derived from two root Arabic words AL (The) and

ILLAH (God), Means The God (Creator of the entire

universe)

8. Begets: Make children

9. Begotten: (of offspring) generated by procreation
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Thus we must first come to the conclusion that

besides the one God there is no one. And we are

submissive to Him alone and no other thing is worth

worshipping besides Him. If anyone worships other than

the Creator, he is in darkness and will go astray10.

The Vedas declares the person as going astray, who

worships natural things. The following verse of Yajurveda

clearly speaks of those people who worship natural things

on earth besides the Creator.

"Andhatama pravishanti ye asambhuti mupaste"

"They enter darkness, those who worship the natural

elements" (Air, Water, Fire, etc.). "They sink deeper

in darkness, those who worship sambhuti11"

(Yajurveda 40 : 9)

And one more verse in Yajurveda says:

They are enveloped in the darkness, in other words,

are steeped in ignorance and sunk in the greatest

depths of misery who worship the uncreated,

eternal prakriti – The material cause of the world –

in place of the All-Pervading God, but those who

worship visible things born of the prakriti, such as

the Earth, Trees, Bodies (Human and the like) in

place of the God are enveloped in still greater

10. Astray: Away from the right path or direction.

11. Sambhuti: means created things, for example table, chair,

idol, etc
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darkness, in other words, they are extremely

foolish, fall in to an awful Hell of the pain and

sorrow, and suffer terribly for a long time.

(Yajurveda 40 : 9)

The Final Revelation on Earth “The HOLY QURAN”

too clarifies this thing:

In the following Verse it says:

He to whom belongs the dominion of the heavens

and the earth: no son has He begotten, nor has He

a partner in His dominion: it is He who created all

things, and ordered them in due proportions.

  (QURAN 25 : 2)

And in another verse it makes aware of the True

concept of Deity. It says,

Yet have they taken, besides him, gods that can

create nothing but are themselves created; that

have no control  of hurt or good to themselves; nor

can they control death nor life nor resurrection.

  (QURAN 25 : 3)

And in another verses, “The Holy Quran” describes

the Qualities of God Almighty and makes it clear that He

alone is worth worshipping.

Allah is He besides Whom there is no god, the Ever-

living, the Self-subsisting by Whom all subsist;

slumber does not overtake Him nor sleep; whatever

is in the heavens and whatever is in the earth is

His; who is he that can intercede with Him but by
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His permission? He knows what is before them and

what is behind them, and they cannot comprehend

anything out of His knowledge except what He

pleases, His knowledge extends over the heavens

and the earth, and the preservation of them both

tires Him not, and He is the Most High, the Great.

(QURAN 2 : 255)

Allah is He Who created the heavens and the earth

and what is between them in six periods and He

mounted the throne (of authority); you have not

besides Him any guardian or any intercessor, will

you not then mind?"  (QURAN 32 : 4)

Just think it over,

It is He who feeds us,

And it is He who provides us each & everything

required for our survival on Earth.

Neither He feels thirst nor does He feel Hunger.

And neither does He require any food to feed upon

to survive.

Generally People present food to God. They keep it

in front of Idols thinking that it will be accepted and their

wishes will be fulfilled.

But the fact is that neither do they eat nor do they
smell it.

The Holy Scriptures being the true Guide for

mankind discourages all such things and teaches the man

to be submissive only to the True & Real Creator. Instead
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people are attracted to the words and thoughts presented

by mere human beings like us and are thus on the wrong

path, thus leading a false life with false beliefs and

activities. Thus becoming victim of a lot of conjectures12.

The Holy Scriptures were sent on Earth time and

again to guide man towards the right path, in order to

lead a real and correct life. The Prophets on earth

propagated the message embedded in the Holy Scriptures.

They used them to bring awareness of the true facts and

concepts of Life. Only those who follow the teachings that

are according to the Holy Scriptures will succeed both in

this world and hereafter. Thus it is following the true and

correct path for salvation in this world and the hereafter.

Should we not follow and lead the life according to
the Holy Scriptures…?

 In our day-to-day activities we think over the things

a lot. Before taking a decision on a worldly activity we

think twice and thrice. We take opinions and decisions

from experts. We run here and there. We are very much

conscious of such things.

But by bad luck! We give mere importance to our

eternal life. The life which is the final one with infinite &

limitless duration that is the HEREAFTER, which is

described in all Heavenly Scriptures.

Almighty God has given us a brain and a

consciousness to think over things. He has created this

entire Universe and sent us down on Earth to test us.

12. Conjectures: Reasoning that involves the formation
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Just think over the Natural laws surrounded over the

Universe which the Lord has framed up. Since the day of

creation of the Earth and the Moon, the Sun is rising

regularly without any pause in between. Never had it lost

its path and never had it got away from its duty of rising

from the East and setting at West. Similarly all the

Celestial bodies are well framed up and follow the law,

which the Lord has made for all of us.

Dear friend !

Think of the birth of a human being (i.e., about

How he is born? How he is growing? How he is dying

etc) for a while. You should think of the basic and

essential elements of the universe, i.e., air, water, fire, the

sun, the moon, stars, the earth etc also for a while. You

should think of these things from two angles.

1. Time :

Think going back 100 years. Observe the nature

going back 1000 years. Research going back

1,00,000 years. Review the situation at the

beginning of the creation.

2. Place :

Think taking the nations, India, Nepal, America,

Britain, Afghanistan, Srilanka, China, Japan etc

into account.

• Was the birth of the human being changed at

any time in the time process  stated above?
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• Are there any changes in the birth of the

human being according to various places?

What is your answer to these questions?

Yes? ...... or No?

Certainly your answer should be ''No''. Because the

birth process of the human being is beyond the space

and time and is unique at anytime.

The body of a human being begins to grow with its

internal organs immedietely after coming out of the

womb of mother. Here some questions arise:

•   Are there any changes in the characteristics

of air, water, fire etc in the time periods

stated above?

•  Are the  characteristics of air, water, fire etc

appearing differently in the various places

stated above?

What is your answer to these questions?

Yes? ...... or No?

Certainly your answer should be ''No''. Because

whatever the time periods may be and whatever the

places may be, the air, water and fire we use are always

same at anytime. The sun did not change. (That means

the distance between the sun and the earth did not

change. The distance between the moon and the sun did

not change). The same applies to the moon also. That

means the revolving of the moon around the earth did
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not change and the revolving of the earth around the sun

did not change. In addition, the formation of the solar

eclipse and the lunar eclipse did not stop.

• Had there been any changes in these things in

any age?

• Are there any changes appearing among these

things according to the places?

What is your answer to these questions?

 Yes? ...... or No?   Your answer is 'No'. Isn't it?

Because

1.     If the revolving timings of the sun, the earth

and the moon would have been changing

according to the time in the history, there

would have been extreme changes in the

matter of  calculating the time from the time

of our ancestors to the present era. There

would have been no similarity between the

number of seconds, minutes and the hours of

that time to our present era. There would have

been a lot of difference between the number

of seconds, minutes and the hours of the time

of our ancestors and that of our era.

2.     If the revolving timings of the sun, the earth

and the moon would have been changing

according to the places, there would have been

60 seconds per minute and 60 minutes per
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hour in our country and that would have been

different  in another country.

But this number remains same for all of us beyond

the time periods and places. So we came to know the fact

through these observations  that the God who created all

these is only One in the past, present and future. He is

the Real God. He only deserves to be worshipped  by us.

There is no change in His existence from the beginning till

now.

In almost all of the Heavenly Scriptures, the Lord has

raised His voice again and again to deeply think over the

Nature and accept the Truth. In one of the Holy Verse of

Quran, Allah Says:

Do they not look at the Camels, how they are

created?

And at the Sky, how it is raised high?

And the hills, how they are set up?

And the Earth, how it is spread out?

Therefore do you give warning, for you are one to

warn.   (QURAN 88 : 16 - 21)

But the fact is that people have become a victim of

Ignorance. It is this ignorance that is dragging a person

towards all sorts of illogical and baseless acts.

My Dear Friend,

As a well-wisher with a concern & care for fellow-

human beings, I request you to think over it once again

and think twice or thrice. But don’t keep yourself away
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from the truth. We have brains to think over and accept

the truth. Please think over the facts presented by these

Holy guides. Go through it and read it again and again

and think over it. It may create a logical reasoning in our

minds and cause a spark of truth in us.

TRUTH will always leads to SUCCESS and

FALSE will leads to FAILURE, because by

nature FALSE will PERISH and TRUTH will

PREVAIL

 So Let us move a step ahead and try to understand

the Oneness of God in the light of Holy Scriptures. All

references quoted in this booklet are collected from the

Holy Scriptures and they are authentic.

T
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3. Concept of God in Hinduism

1.  Common Concept of God in Hinduism:

Hinduism is commonly perceived as a polytheistic

religion. Indeed, most Hindus would attest to this, by

professing belief in multiple Gods. While some Hindus

believe in the existence of three gods, some believe in

thousands of gods, and some others in thirty three crore

i.e. 330 million Gods. However, learned Hindus, who are

well versed in their scriptures, insist that a Hindu should

believe in and worship only one God.

The major difference between the Hindu and the

Muslim perception of God is common. Hindus’ belief in

the philosophy of Pantheism. Pantheism considers

everything, living and non-living, to be divine and sacred.

The common Hindu, therefore, considers everything as

God. He considers the trees, the sun, the moon, the

monkey, the snake and even human beings as

manifestations of God!

Islam, on the contrary, exhorts man to consider

himself and his surroundings as examples of Divine

Creation rather than as divinity itself. Muslims therefore

believe that everything is God’s i.e. the word ‘God’ with

an apostrophe‘s’. In other words the Muslims believe

that everything belongs to God. The trees, the sun, the

moon, the monkey, the snake, the human beings and

everything in the universe belongs to God.
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Thus the major difference between the Hindu and

the Muslim beliefs is the difference of the apostrophe‘s’.

The Hindu says everything is God. The Muslim says

everything is God’s.

2.  Concept of God according to Hindu Scriptures:

We can gain a better understanding of the concept

of God in Hinduism by analyzing Hindu scriptures.

THE BHAGAVAD GITA

The most popular amongst all the Hindu scriptures

is the Bhagavad Gita.

Consider the following verse from the Gita:

"Those whose intelligence has been stolen by

material desires surrender unto demigods and

follow the particular rules and regulations of

worship according to their own natures."

(Bhagavad Gita 07:20)

The Gita states that people who are materialistic

worship demigods i.e. ‘gods’ besides the True God.

The three suicidal gates leading to hell are lust,

anger, and greed. Therefore, they must be

completely abandoned.    (Bhagavad Gita 16:21)

The below mentioned Bhagavad Gita verses clearly

states that we should study the scriptures sent by God

and lead our lives according to the commandments of
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God given in the scriptures, but not according to our own

will.

A person who transgresses the injunctions of the

scriptures and behaves whimsically13 can never

attain perfection, happiness, or the supreme

destination.   (Bhagavad Gita 16:23)

Therefore, the scriptural injunctions concerning

duty and nonduty are your only precedent. Having

understood the scriptural command in this plan of

action that is, to act exclusively for the Lord's

pleasure it behooves you to now apply these

teachings practically.   (Bhagavad Gita 16:24)

THE UPANISHADS

The Upanishads are considered sacred scriptures by

the Hindus.

The following verses from the Upanishads refer to

the Concept of God:

“Ekam evadvitiyam”

“He is One only without a second.”

      (Chandogya Upanishad 6 : 2 : 1)

“Na casya kascij janita na cadhipah.”

“Of Him there are neither parents nor lord.”

(Svetasvatara Upanishad 6 : 9)

13. Whimsically: Not based on fact; unreal
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“Na tasya pratima asti”

“There is no image of Him.”

          (Svetasvatara Upanishad 4 : 19)

The following verses from the Upanishad allude to

the inability of man to imagine God in a particular form:

“Na samdrse tisthati rupam asya, na caksusa

pasyati kas canainam.”

“His form is not to be seen; no one sees Him with

the eye.”

(Svetasvatara Upanishad 4 : 20)

1 [The Principal Upanishad by S. Radhakrishnan page 447 and 448]

[Sacred Books of the East, volume 1 ‘The Upanishads part I’ page 93]

2 [The Principal Upanishad by S. Radhakrishnan page 745] [Sacred

Books of the East, volume 15, ‘The Upanishads part II’ page 263.]

3 [The Principal Upanishad by S. Radhakrishnan page 736 & 737]

[Sacred Books of the East, volume 15, ‘The Upanishads part II’ page

no 253]
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THE VEDAS

Vedas are considered the most sacred of all the

Hindu scriptures. There are four principal Vedas: RIGVEDA,

YAJURVEDA, SAMAVEDA and ATHARVAVEDA.

1. RIGVEDA

The oldest of all the Vedas is Rigveda. It is also the

one considered most sacred by the Hindus. The Rigveda

states in Book 1, hymn 164 and verse 46:

"Sages (learned Priests) call one God by many

names."    (Rigveda 1 : 164 : 46)

The Rigveda gives several different attributes to

Almighty God. Many of these are mentioned in Rigveda

Book 2 : hymn1.

Among the various attributes of God, one of the

beautiful attributes mentioned in the Rigveda Book II

hymn 1 verse 3, is Brahma. Brahma means ‘The Creator’.

Translated into Arabic it means Khaaliq. God can have no

objection if Almighty God is referred to as Khaaliq or

‘Creator’ or Brahma. However if it is said that Brahma is

Almighty God who has four heads with each head having

a crown, God won’t accept this and it 100% violates the

sayings of God Almighty.

The following verse from the Rigveda Book 8, hymn

1, and verse 1 refers to the Unity and Glory of the

Supreme Being:
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"Ma cid anyad vi sansata sakhayo ma rishanyata"

"O friends, do not worship anybody but Him, the

Divine One. Praise Him alone."

      (Rigveda 8 : 1 : 1)

"Devasya samituk parishtutih"

"Verily, great is the glory of the Divine Creator."

(Rigveda 5 : 1 : 81)

MAYEST Thou O God, who art Friend of all Holiest

of all, and controller of the universe be merciful

unto us Mayest thou O lord Almighty the lord of

the universe, the support all, endow us with

knowledge and power Mayest thou O Almighty and

omnipotent being, shower thy blessings all around

us.        (Rigveda 1)

He is one, but the wise call him by different names

such as Indra, Mitra, Varuna, Agni, and Divya ->one

who pervades all the luminous bodies, the source

of light; SUPARNA->The protector and preserver of

the universe, whose works are perfect.

(Rigveda 1 : 22 : 164)

An ignorant man has eyes to see but sees nothing,

has ears to hear but hears nothing, has a tongue to

speak but speaks nothing. The ignorant can never

understand the hidden mysteries of knowledge. But

it is to the learned alone that knowledge reveals its

true nature just as a woman longing to meet her
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husband dresses in her best and puts on her finest

jewellery so as to display her charms to him.

    (Rigveda 10 : 17 : 4)

What good can the Vedas do unto him who does

not know the great being, who is All Pervading and

Eternal, Holiest of all, who sustains the sun and the

earth.

They are atheists and of weak intellect and

continually remain sunk in the depths of misery

and pain who do not believe in, know, and

commence with, him who is Resplendent, All-

glorious, All-Holy, All-Knowledge, sustainer of the

sun, The earth and other planets, who pervades all

like ether,  is the lord of all and is above all

devatas14. It is by the Knowledge and contem-

plation of God alone that all men attain true

happiness.    (Rigveda 1 : 164 : 39)

Love and worship that supreme spirit, Omen, Who

is the support of all the luminous bodies (such as

the sun) the one Incomparable lord of the present

as well as of the future worlds who existed even

before the world came into being and has created

all things that exist in space between the earth and

the heaven.    (Rigveda 10 : 121 : 1)

14. DEVATAS: Whose o ever is capable of illuminating things

or capable of explaining things to us, & last of all the

light of all lights.
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Do we know (there are) two classes of men- Arya’s

and Dasyus.

The virtuous, learned, unselfish, and pious men are

called Arya’s, while the men of opposite character

such as dacoits, wicked, unrighteous and ignorant

persons are called Dasyus.       (Rigveda 1 : 51 : 8)

Just as God created the sun, the moon, the earth,

and other planets and the objects there in the

previous cycles of creation the same has he done

in the present creation.        (Rigveda 10 : 190)

O Lord Thou who are the protector of the universe

and the Veda, and art omnipotent & Holy in nature

cannot be approached by a human soul that has

not been purified by means of thorough control of

the senses, truthful speech, subjugation of the

animal in man, conquest of the lower self.

(Rigveda 9 : 83 : 1)

T
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BRAHMA SUTRA OF HINDUISM

The Brahma Sutra of Hinduism is:

"Ekam Brahm, dvitiya naste neh na naste kinchan"

"There is only one God, not the second; not at all,

not at all, not in the least bit."

[Rigveda Samhita vol. 9, pages 2810 and 2811 by Swami Satya

Prakash Saraswati and Satyakam Vidyalankar]

[Rigveda Samhita vol. 6, pages 1802 and 1803 by Swami Satya

Prakash Saraswati and Satyakam Vidyalankar]

The above mantra of Rigveda very clearly stating

that there is no second besides the one true God who

has created this entire universe, so we have to think

seriously about this before worshipping others in the

place of true Creator.

If we do the deeds which are totally against to these

Holy Scriptures sent by God then how can we think that

we are in the right path and how can we think that we

can attain Moksha (Salvation), thus only a dispassionate

study of the Hindu scriptures can help one understand

the concept of God in Hinduism.

 2. YAJURVEDA

The following verses from the Yajurveda echo a

similar concept of God: Describing Almighty God in

anthropomorphic terms also goes against the following

verse of Yajurveda:
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"Na tasya Prati`ma asti"

"There is no image of Him."

(Yajurveda 32 : 3)

Another beautiful attribute of God mentioned in the

Rigveda Book II hymn 1 verse 3 is Vishnu. Vishnu means

‘The Sustainer’. Translated into Arabic it means Rabb.

Again, God can have no objection if Almighty God is

referred to as Rabb or 'Sustainer' or Vishnu. But the

popular image of Vishnu among Hindus, is that of a God

who has four arms, with one of the right arms holding

the Chakra and one of the left arms holding a ‘conch

shell’, or riding a bird or reclining on a snake couch. God

will never excuse those who put any image of God. As

mentioned earlier this also goes against Svetasvatara

Upanishad Chapter 4 verse 19.

"Na tasya pratima asti"

"There is no image of Him"

(Svetasvatara Upanishad 4 : 19)

"shudhama poapvidham"

"He is Body less and pure."    (Yajurveda 40 : 8)

"Andhatama pravishanti ye asambhuti mupaste"

"They enter darkness, those who worship the

natural elements" (Air, Water, Fire, etc.). "They sink

deeper in darkness, those who worship sambhuti."

Sambhuti means created things, for example table,

chair, idol, etc. (Yajurveda 40 : 9)
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He is the Creator of Bhumi - the adobe of all, etc.

(Yajurveda 13 : 18)

Then Was Created Virat, Etc

There After Was Created Bhumi-Earth

 (Yajurveda 31)

In the beginning was Hiranyagarbhya – The One

Lord of Creation. He sustains the SUN and EARTH.

We adore Him the all Blissful Being

(Yajurveda 13 : 4)

T
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GAYATRI MANTRA

Om bhurbhuvah swah tatsaviturvareñyam bhargo

devasya dhimahi dhiyo yo nah prachodayat.

O Lord! O Personification of the True Existence,

Intelligence and Bliss! Everlasting, Holy, All-Wise,

Immortal, Thou art Unborn, without any symbolical

distinction and organization, Omniscient, Sustainer

and Ruler of the Universe, Creator of all Eternal,

Protector and Preserver of the Universe, O All

Pervading Spirit! O Ocean of Mercy! Thou art the

Life of the Creation; Thou art an All-Blissful, Being

the very Contemplation of who wipes off all our

pains and sorrows; Thou art the Sustainer of the

Universe, Creator of all; May we contemplate Thy

Holy adorable nature so that Thou may guide our

understanding. Thou art our GOD, Who alone art to

be adored and Worshipped. There is none beside

You, Who is equal to you or above you. Thou alone

art our Creator, Ruler, and Judge. Thou alone

bestow happiness. (Yajurveda 36 : 3)

My Dear Friend,

In the above verse of Vedas, it is very clearly

specified about the God Almighty that there is only one

God and none are equal to him and we should worship

him alone.

Here I wanted to make you understand about the

above GAYATRI MANTRA. This is actually a verse of Vedas
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[Yajurveda, Chapter 36, Verse 03] and the word GAYATRI

is the Sanskrit word derived from two root words, GAYA

& ATRI.

"GAYA" means Sound that is being originated from

the throat.

ATRI means Praising.

So the meaning of GAYATRI is “Praising the Lord by

reciting mantras from our throat”. In this mantra, The

God is proclaiming the truth and he himself declaring that

there is no symbolic distinction of him, But people don’t

have enough time to know about this truth and people

are still visualizing GAYATRI as a female Image and also

worship her, but in reality she is a demigod i.e. 'god'

besides the True God. How far will the God Almighty

excuse this blasphemy15 of the people?

By One Supreme Ruler is this Universe Pervaded,

even every world in this whole circle of nature, He

is the True GOD. Fear Him, O men! And covet not

unjustly the wealth of any creature existing.

Renounce all that is unjust and enjoy pure delight.

        (Yajurveda 40 : 1)

GOD, Oh men existed in the beginning of the

Creation, He is the Creator, Support and Sustainer

of the sun and other luminous worlds. He was the

Lord of the past creation. He is the Lord of the

15. Blasphemy: expressing disrespect for God or for

something sacred
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Present. He will be the Lord of the Unborn

Universe. He created the whole World, and he

sustains it. He is Eternal Bliss. May you all Praise

and adore him as we do.         (Yajurveda 13 : 4)

He is never embodied, is never born, is never liable

to division and is free from nervous or arterial

systems, never commits a Sin, is never subjected to

Pain, grief and ignorance and the Like.

        (Yajurveda 30 : 8)

The Great Ruler of the Universe, who is self-

existent, All-Pervading, Holy, Eternal and Formless,

has been eternally instructing His subjects – The

immortal souls – in all kinds of the knowledge for

their good through the Veda.       (Yajurveda 40 : 8)

O men! The All-Pervading Being alone is the Lord of

the Prakriti - The material cause of the world and

of the Soul and is yet distinct from both. He is the

Creator of the Universe – The Past, the Present and

the Future. He is the Supreme Spirit who created all

things and sustains them.          (Yajurveda 21 : 2)

GOD it is who Creates and sustains luminous bodies

(Such as the Sun) as well as the non-luminous (Such

as Earth)         (Yajurveda 13 : 4)

This Earth with all its water revolves round the Sun.

      (Yajurveda 33 : 43)

They are enveloped in the darkness, in other words,

are steeped in ignorance and sunk in the greatest

depths of misery who worship the uncreated,
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eternal prakriti – The material cause of the world –

in place of the All-Pervading God, but those who

worship visible things born of the prakriti, such as

the Earth, Trees, Bodies (Human and the like) in

place of the God are enveloped in still greater

darkness, in other words, they are extremely

foolish, fall in to an awful Hell of the pain and

sorrow, and suffer terribly for a long time.

(Yajurveda 40 : 9)

The formless Supreme Spirit that pervades the

Universe can have no material representation,

likeness or Image. (Yajurveda 32 : 3)

Endow us, o lord, who art All-glorious, through thy

mercy at this very instant with that wisdom which

the wise, the learned and yogis pray for.

     (Yajurveda  32 : 14)

Thou art light, be merciful and shed that light into

my heart. Thou art infinite energy through thy

grace endow me with unfailing energy. Thou art

infinite strength, endow me with strength. Thou art

infinite power, endow me with great power. Thou

art wrathful with the wicked, make me also

wrathful. Thou art moved neither by slander, nor

by praise. Thou art for bearing towards those who

offered against thee, make me also for bearing.

        (Yajurveda 20 : 9)

May, o ocean of mercy, through thy grace my mind

– the mind that in the wakeful state travels long
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distances and possesses brilliant qualities, which

self – same mind – the light of the senses – In

sleep attains to the state of profound slumber and

in dreams wanders over different places – always

entertain pure thoughts for the good of the self as

well as for that of all other living beings. May it

never desire to injure any one.    (Yajurveda 34 : 1)

May o lord, my mind which is the repository of the

highest form of knowledge is the faculty for

consciousness & judgment is the light of the

senses, and is immortal, the minds without which a

man is powerless to do even       (Yajurveda 34 : 3)

The following verse of Yajurveda highlights the

prayer as:

"Lead us to the good path and remove the sin that

makes us astray and wander."    (Yajurveda 40 : 16)

5[Yajurveda by Devi Chand M.A. page 377]

6[Yajurveda Samhita by Ralph T. H. Giffith page 538]

7[Yajurveda Samhita by Ralph T. H. Giffith page 538]

8[Yajurveda Samhita by Ralph T. H. Griffith page 541]

The Holy QURAN also highlights the prayer similar to

the above verse

Show us the straightway, the way of those on

whom Thou hast bestowed Thy Grace, those whose

(portion) is not wrath, and who go not astray.

      (QURAN   01 : 6,7)
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 The Samaveda also speaks about this:

3. SAMAVEDA

We bow unto thee, o prana – who controls &

governs the whole universe, just as the vital forces

in the body control and govern the whole physical

system, etc.   (Samaveda 7 : 3 : 8 : 16 : 2 : 3 : 2)

It is also mentioned in Atharvaveda as:

4. ATHARVAVEDA

The Atharvaveda praises God in Book 20, hymn 58

and verse 3:

"Dev maha osi"

"God is verily great" (Atharveda 20 : 58 : 3)

He is Indra (ALMIGHTY), etc.   (Atharveda 11 : 2 : 1)

That God who is unaffected by time, and is

imperishable sustains the sun and the earth and all

other planets.    (Atharveda 14 : 1 : 1)

As the man is illuminated by the sun, so are other

planets (such as the earth) illuminated by the light

of the sun.        (Atharveda 14 : 1)

T
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4. This Morning Song drives away

the darkness of illusions

" Kousalyaa  Suprajaa Raamaa!"

O good child born to Kausalya! Rama!

" Poorvaa sandhyaa pravarthathe"

It is time for sunrise

" Uththishtaa!  Narashaardoolaa! "

O tiger-like man among the men! Get up!

" Karthavyam Daivamaanvikam! "

 It is your duty to worship the God!

Dear friends!

All of us are verymuch familiar with the verses of

the morning song stated above. But most of us don't

know the meaning of  those verses. If we study the verses

of the morning song stated above and understand, we will

come to know the fact very clearly that Sri Rama is also a

human being like us and he was born to the mother

Kausalya and he himself used to worship the God, the

Almighty everyday before the sunrise.

If we really love Sri Rama and would like to follow

him, then we should worship the only One God whom he

would worship all through his life.

The Upanishat Sloka  stated below clears the fact

that the God doesn't have parents at all.  So Sri Rama is
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not God. Furthermore he himself would perform the

duties related to the God and worship the very Ultimate

Creator of all of us everyday.

"Na Chaasyakashchijjanithaa  na chaadhipaha"

 He has neither parents nor any creator

(Swethaaswathara Upanishath, 6 : 9 )

But this number remains same for all of us beyond the

time periods and places. So we came to know the fact through

these observations is that the God who created all these is

only One in the past, present and future. He is the Real God.

He only deserves to be worshipped  by us. There is no change

in His existence from the time of the creation the present era.

T
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5. The sayings of Sai Baba

Sai Baba would often pronounce the sentences

stated below all through his life :

" Sab ka Maalik Ek hai!" -  God is one for all!

" Allah Maalik"     -  Allah is the God!

" Allah Bhalaa karega" -  Allah will do good to you!

Dear friends!

Sai Baba is a saint and a real Muslim (Believer). He

would perform the compulsory Namaz everyday without

fail. He would recite the Holy Quran. Furthermore he

would fast and help the needy people.

" Sai Baba used to raise early in the morning

everyday. He would perform Namaz before all the

other actions"

('Sai Baba, the Master' written by Acharya

E.Bharadwaja, Page: 139)

Sai Baba himself stated that he is also one of a

servant of God.

" I am a servant of God. God is the Lord and

Master"

('Sai Baba, the Master' written by Acharya

E.Bharadwaja, Page: 228)

Sai Baba always used to teach the people to praise

the name of God and study the religious books.
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" Do the work, remember the name of God, study

the religeous books. If you give up the mutual

quarrels and hatred, the God will save you."

('Sai Baba, the Master' written by Acharya

E.Bharadwaja, Page: 232)

Sai Baba stated very clearly that there is no God but

Allah.

" Allah is the saviour of the poor. There is no God

at all but Allah "

('Sai Baba, the Master' written by Acharya

E.Bharadwaja, Page: 235)

Sai Baba used to say that he is a servant of Allah.

" I am not a servant of anybody. I am only a

servant of Allah "

" Only the name of Allah is eternal"

('Sai Baba, the Master' written by Acharya

E.Bharadwaja, Page: 236)

After being known the above facts about Sai Baba,

how can we worship Sai Baba instead of worshipping

Allah? If we really love Sai Baba, first of all we have to

implement the teachings of Sai Baba practically. We

should lead our lives in the way he led his life. If Sai Baba

is the God, then he would have said 'Sab ka Maalik mai

hoo' (I am the God of all).  But he never said like that all

through his life.
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6. The Real concept of God in

Christianity

An appeal for the readers! Please don't expect

reading the caption above that we are going to explain

the concept of God possessed by the Christians of our

society in the present era. Our objective is not that at all.

Because there is a lot of difference between the real

concept of God and the practical beliefs  expressed by the

Christians. If you study the verses of the Bible stated

below thoroughly,  the Monotheism that is followed by all

the Christians of  the world will be proved to be entirely

false. Though Prophet Jesus (Peace be upon him) teached

pure Monotheism in his era, polytheistic concepts and

rites entered into the Christianity gradually with the time

process.The verses of the Bible stated below will be

considered live evidences to this fact. Presenting the

selected verses of the Bible regarding the pure

Monotheism and the real concept of God to the readers

and leaving the decision for their wisdom is the main

objective of this article.

The one who has no beginning and the end is the

God according to Bible:

"Ye may know and believe me, and understand that

I (am) he: before me there was no God formed,

neither shall there be after me, I, (even) I, (am) the

LORD; and beside me (there is) no saviour"

      (Isaiah, 43 : 10-12)
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The one who has no birth and death is the God
according to Bible:

"But  the LORD (is) the true God, he (is) the living

God, and an everlasting king"    (Jeremiah, 10 : 10)

"As the living Father (God) hath sent me"

 (John, 6 : 57)

God never descended into the shape of a man
according to Bible:

"But will God indeed dwell on the earth? behold,

the heaven and heaven of heavens cannot contain

thee; "   (1 Kings, 8 : 27)

The verse stated below is more clear:

"God (is) not a man, that he should lie; neither the

son of man  "       (Numbers, 23 : 19)

" The Lord our God is one Lord (Yehova). And thou

shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and

with all thy soul, and with all thy mind, and with

all thy streangh:  "    (Mark, 12 : 29)

We should love Prophet Jesus. We should honour

him, we should recognize him as a real Prophet. We

should admire him with all our heart. But we should not

worship him. Because the worship is peculiar for the real

God. Consider the following verse deeply:

"But thou, when thou prayest, enter into thy

closest, and when thou hast shut thy door, pray to

thy Father which is in secret; and thy Father  which

seeth in secret shall reward thee openly  "

 (Matthew, 6 : 6)
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7. Everything We Possess Is A

Favour from God

In the world we are dwelling in, God endows &

bestows unlimited & infinite favours on us beings. He is

the one who is the giver, provider and sustainer. Let's take

our day to day activities as an example.

From the moment we wake up in the morning till

we go to sleep at night, we need many things and

encounter many situations. In brief, we are fulfilling those

only as favours bestowed upon us by the Almighty Lord.

On our own we cannot be fulfilled.

We breathe throughout our life. We never

experience difficulty in doing this, thanks to our

respiratory system functioning perfectly.

We can see as soon as we open our eyes. The sharp

and distant images, all three-dimensional and fully

coloured, are perceived with our eyes and indeed we owe

their existence to the unique design of eyes.

We taste different things & differentiate the flavours.

The relative proportions of the vitamins, minerals,

carbohydrates and protein content of the food that we

eat and the metabolic activities going on in the inner

system of human body is really a wonderful machinery

governed by our Lord.

Moreover, quite unaware of the complicated

operations taking place in our bodies.
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When we hold any material in our hands, we

immediately sense whether it is soft or hard, hot or cold.

We do not need any metal effort to do this.  Numerous

similar detailed activities take place in our body on their

own.

The organs responsible for these actions have

complicated mechanisms. The human body functions

almost like a factory of enormous complexity and

ingenuity. This body is one of the major favours given to

man since his existence on earth.

At this point, a question remains to be

answered…

? ... ? ... ? ... ? ... ? ... ? ... ?

How the raw materials, which are necessary to

operate this factory, supplied?

To put it in another way.

How does water, air, and all the other nutrients

essential for life came into existence?

Let us think about the different fruits and

vegetables. (Melons, watermelons, cherries, oranges,

tomatoes, peppers, pineapples, mulberries, grapes,

eggplants…) all grow in the soil from seeds, and the

seeds have a structure sometimes as hard as wood.

However, while considering these facts we should avoid

habitual ways of thinking and employ different methods.

Visualize the delicious tastes and flavors of strawberries

or the never-changing flavor of watermelon.
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Think about the time and energy spent in

laboratories to produce similar flavors and about the

repeated trials that resulted in failures. Indeed, results

obtained by scientists in laboratories prove to be no

better than the unsuccessful imitations of their natural

counterparts. The varieties of taste, odour and colour in

nature bear indeed matchless attributes.

All vegetables and fruits have distinct tastes, odours

and carry individual colors that are the result of the

structural design particular to them. They are all favours

God bestows upon man.

Similarly, animals too are created especially for

human beings. Apart from these being served as food

man finds their physical appearances appealing like Fish,

corals, star-fish decorating the depths of oceans with all

their beautiful colours, all kinds of birds adding charm to

their habitat cats, dogs, dolphins and penguins etc., they

are all favours from God to humanity. God stresses this

fact in many verses:

And He has made everything in the heavens and

everything on the earth subservient to you. It is all

from Him. There are certainly signs in that for

people who reflect.        (QURAN   45 : 13)

If you tried to number God's blessings, you could

never count them. God is ever -Forgiving, Most

Merciful.        (QURAN   16 : 18)

He has given you everything you have asked Him
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for. If you tried to number God's blessings, you

could never count them. Man is indeed

wrongdoing, ungrateful.        (QURAN   14 : 34)

The living beings mentioned above are only a tiny

part of the favours and beauties that God has bestowed

upon us. Wherever we turn, we come across creations

reflecting the attributes of God. God is Ar-Razzaq (the

Ceaseless Provider), Al-Latif (the Subtle One, He who

creates things most subtly), Al-Kareem (the Generous

One), and Al-Barr (the source of all goodness).

Now, take a look around yourself and think. And

never ignore the fact that everything you possess is a

favour to you from your Creator.

The God Almighty says about this fact in the below

verses of the Holy Quran.

Blessed is He in Whose hand is the kingdom, and

He has power over all things,

He who created Death and Life, that He may try

which of you is best in deed: and He is the Exalted

in Might, Oft-Forgiving;

Who created the seven heavens one above

another; you see no incongruity in the creation of

the Beneficent Allah; then look again, can you see

any disorder?

Then turn back the eye again and again; your look

shall come back to you confused while it is

fatigued.  (QURAN   67 : 01 - 04)
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Do they not observe the birds above them,

spreading their wings and folding them in? None

can uphold them except (Allah) Most Gracious:

Truly (Allah) Most Gracious: Truly it is He that

watches over all things.        (QURAN   67 : 19)

What! Is he who goes prone upon his face better

guided or he who walks upright upon a straight

path?        (QURAN   67 : 22)

Say: "It is He who has created you (and made you

grow), and made for you the faculties of hearing,

seeing, feeling and understanding: little is it that

you give thanks.        (QURAN   67 : 23)

 Say: He is the Beneficent. In Him we believe and

in Him we have our trust. And you will soon know

who it is that is in error manifest.

       (QURAN   67 : 29)

Say: Have you thought: If (all) your water were to

disappear into the earth, who then could bring you

gushing water?        (QURAN   67 : 30)

Any blessing you have is from God. Then when

harm touches you, it is to Him you cry for help.

     (QURAN   16 : 53)

T
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8. Invitation to Our Brethren

My Dear Friend,

I once again invite you to the true path of life with

the beautiful verse of Holy Quran:

And the man who believed said: "O my people!

Follow me; I will guide you to the way of Right

conduct. O my people! The Life of this World is but

a (quick passing) enjoyment, and verily, the

Hereafter, which is the Home that will remain

forever. Whosoever does an evil deed, will not be

requited except the like thereof, and whosoever

does a righteous deed, whether male or female,

and whosoever is a true believer, such will enter

Paradise, where they will be provided without

limit.

And O my people! How is it that I call you to

salvation while you call me to the Fire. You invite

me to disbelieve in Allah, and to join partners in

worship with Him, of which I have no knowledge,

And I call you to the Almighty, the Oft-Forgiving.

No doubt, you call me to (worship) one who

cannot grant (me) my request in this world or in

the Hereafter. And our return will be to Allah. And

the transgressors, they shall be the dwellers of the

Fire! And you will remember what I am telling you,

and my affair I leave it to Allah. Verily, Allah is the

All-Seer of (His) slaves.      (QURAN   40 : 37 - 43)
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The Hindu scriptures also preached 'ONE GOD'

Hinduism, as most Hindus would say, is not a

religion but a "Dharma" and a Culture. The Vedas, the

Upanishads, the Puranas, the Brahmanas Granth are

considered to be the Holy Scriptures, most sacred being

the Vedas. Also there is the Bhagavad Gita, the

Mahabharata and the Ramayana.

The degeneration and downfall of any society starts

with becoming heedless to the guidance of God and

falling prey to our own whims and desires. This eventually

may lead to the degeneration of the concept of God itself.

The worship of innumerable Gods in Hindu society is a

degeneration of the message of God and in stark contrast

to the oneness of God preached in the Hindu Holy

Scriptures Vedas and Upanishads. The Verses from these

scriptures reveal that they also preach Oneness of God,

which is exactly the same truth, which was conveyed by

God through His final messenger Muhammad (Peace Be

upon Him).

• "There is only one God, worship Him" (Rig

Veda, Vol. 6, Hymn 45 Vs 16)

• "Do not worship any one beside Him" (Rig

Veda Bk. 8, Hymn 1, Vs 1)

• "God is only one, - not a second"- (Chandogya

Upanishad Ch. 6, Section 2, verse 1).

• "Na tasya pratima asti" There is no image of

Him." [Yajurveda 32:3]
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I thus invite our brethren to return to the worship

of the One true God as reminded to us by God through

His last and final messenger Muhammad (PBUH16).

The worst wrongdoing which we humans can

commit is to say that the Almighty God has other gods as

partners. Proclaiming that there is no god besides the

One God of all is what God wants to hear from us in

words and deeds. One must be honest and just to oneself

and those around us and walk on the right path.

The religion of the 'surrender to the one true God' -

Islam, is the only path which God has chosen for mankind

and is thus the only way to achieve brotherhood and

unification and for our salvation in the everlasting life

after death. Worshipping others besides God does not

please God; rather it is an act of disobedience to God and

a sign of arrogance. By accepting this call of Islam, our

Hindu brethren will only be returning to God's original

religion for humanity, as we understand was also the

original call of the Hindu dharma.

A study of the Vedas clearly reveals the message of

Unity of God. But Hindus of today worship a number of

Gods or incarnations, which is contrary to the Vedic

teachings that teaches Oneness of God. Infact, it is very

easy to observe that the varied forms in which Hindus

worship God are nothing but the different "attributes" of

The God mentioned in the Qur’an.

16. PBUH:    Peace Be Upon Him
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Come! Let us reason together

Mahatma Gandhi, in his inimitable style, says

"Some one has said that Europeans in South Africa dread

the advent of Islam- Islam that civilized Spain, Islam that

took the torch light to Morocco and preached to the

world the Gospel of brotherhood. The Europeans of South

Africa dread the Advent of Islam. They may claim equality

with the white races. They may well dread it, if

brotherhood is a sin. If it is equality of colored races then

their dread is well founded."

• Hinduism has the world's third largest following

after Christianity and Islam. It is more

important for me because I belong to the

country to which the religion belongs a

majority of its followers. Hinduism today is

more about Indian-ness than anything else. It is

considered as the oldest religion/culture in the

world with majority of its followers in India.

Muslims are the biggest minority community in

India comprising 12-15%.

• Islam, on the other hand, never confined itself

or claimed monopoly over a particular region

or people, but from the start it had a universal

message and appealed to all humanity as one

single community. Today, there are over 1.2

billion Muslims around the World and contrary

to popular understanding the majority of the

Muslims are of non-Arab origin. Islam is an
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open invitation to all humanity from God not

just towards personal spirituality but also to

the practical mission of upholding truth and

justice, the purest truth of which is that

'THERE IS NO GOD BESIDES THE ONE TRUE

GOD'. This core idea is the fountainhead of

our success in this life and in the everlasting

life after death and it has remained the

message of God to humanity throughout our

existence.

T
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9. A Few Interesting Questions

My Dear Friend,

There are some Questions that I want to put in front

of you. Below every question there are suitable answers,

which are quoted from the Holy Quran (final revelation

from the God Almighty for the entire humankind). Kindly

go through them, think and analyze them very carefully.

1. Who is God?

Say: He is God, the One and Only;

God, the Eternal, Absolute;

He begets not, nor is He begotten;

And there is none like unto Him.

(QURAN, Chapter 112 - Verses 1, 2, 3, 4)

That is god, your lord! There is no god but he, the

creator of all things: then worship you him: and he

HAS power to dispose of all affairs. No vision can

grasp him, but his grasp is over all vision: he is

above all comprehension, yet is acquainted with all

things          (QURAN, Chapter 06 - Verses 102,103)

2. Can there be other Gods beside the God
(Creator of the Entire Universe.)

No son did God beget, nor is there any god along

with Him: (if there were many gods), behold, each

god would have taken away what he had created,

and some would have lorded it over others! Glory
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to God! (He is free) from the (sort of) things they

attribute to Him!   (QURAN, Chapter 23 - Verses 91)

3. If there are more than one God then who has

created the Earth, the Moon? Who created the sun,

water, air, fire, sky, stars, human beings and all living &

non-living things? If so, The Gods that you are

worshipping have they ever said anywhere like “I’m God

Worship Me” and have they stated anywhere that so

and so god has created so and so.

Say: Have you seen (these) 'Partners' of yours

whom you call upon besides God? Show Me what

it is they have created in the (wide) earth. Or have

they a share in the heavens? Or have We given

them a Book from which they (can derive) clear

(evidence)? - Nay, the wrongdoers promise each

other nothing but delusions.17

  (QURAN, Chapter 35 - Verses 40)

4. Can the Creator (God) differ from time to time

or can God differ Nation wise, People wise, Religion

wise, and Culture wise? Instead our birth, breathing,

seeing, sensation, eating, excretion and death, all these

activities are common to all human beings present all

over the world irrespective of time, their cast, creed,

religion, color and country etc.

O mankind! We created you from a single (pair) of

a male and a female, and made you into nations

and tribes, that you may know each other (not that

17.    Delusions: an erroneous belief that is held in the face of

evidence to the contrary
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you may despise each other). Verily the most

honoured of you in the sight of God is (he who is)

the most righteous of you. And God has full

knowledge and is well acquainted (with all things).

   (QURAN, Chapter 49 - Verses 13)

O you people! Adore your Guardian-Lord, who

created you and those who came before you, that

you may have the chance to learn righteousness.

     (QURAN, Chapter 02 - Verses 21)

5. God (Creator of the entire universe) who is

feeding all creations present throughout the universe;

does he require food to eat?

No Sustenance do I require of them, nor do I

require that they should feed Me. For God is He

Who gives (all) Sustenance, - Lord of Power, -

Steadfast (for ever).

                  (QURAN, Chapter 51 - Verses 57, 58)

6. Does God Almighty require sleep, wife and

children? If so how are the planets in the orbit

continuously rotating / revolving and present in their

orbits, while the Creator of this Universe is sleeping?

God! There is no god but He, the Living, the Self-

subsisting, Eternal. No slumber18 can seize Him nor

sleep. His are all things in the heavens and on

earth. Who is there can intercede in His presence

except as He permitted? He knows what (appears

to His creatures as) before or after or behind them.

18.   Slumber: A natural and periodic state of rest during which

consciousness of the world is suspended
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Nor shall they compass aught19 of His knowledge

except as He willed. His Throne does extend over

the heavens and the earth, and He feels no

fatigue20 in guarding and preserving them for He is

the Most High, the Supreme (in glory).

  (QURAN, Chapter 02 - Verses 255)

7. What is the purpose of your creation?  Why

have you been created?  Leading the life for a certain

period of time and at last facing death, what is the

secrete behind this?

I have only created Jinns and men, that they may

worship Me.      (QURAN, Chapter 51 - Verses 56)

Every soul shall have a taste of death: and we test

you by evil and by good by way of trial. To us must

you return.      (QURAN, Chapter 21 - Verses 35)

He who created Death and Life, that He may try

which of you is best in deed: and He is the Exalted

in Might, Oft-Forgiving.

     (QURAN, Chapter 67 - Verses 02)

8. How will life after death be? Do you believe in

hell and heaven? If multiple gods exist in the universe

then who will judge your deeds on the Day of Judgment

and on what basis will the allocation of hell and heaven

takes place?

…That He will gather you together for the Day of

19.   Aught: A quantity of no importance

20.   Fatigue: Temporary loss of strength and energy resulting

from hard physical or mental work
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Judgment, there is no doubt whatever. It is they

who have lost their own souls that will not believe.

     (QURAN, Chapter 06 - Verses 12)

Verily the Day of Sorting out is a thing appointed,

The Day that the Trumpet shall be sounded, and

you shall come forth in crowds.

                  (QURAN, Chapter 78 - Verses 17, 18)

That Day will be the sure Reality: Therefore, whose

will, let him take a (straight) return to his Lord!

    (QURAN, Chapter 78 - Verses 39)

Those who reject (Truth), among the People of the

Book and among the Polytheists, will be in Hell-

Fire, to dwell therein (for aye). They are the worst

of creatures.     (QURAN, Chapter 98 - Verses 06)

Praise be to God, the Cherisher and Sustainer of

the world; Most Gracious, Most Merciful; Owner of

the Day of Judgment.

                  (QURAN,  Chapter 01 - Verses 2, 3, 4)

Those who have faith and do righteous deeds, they

are the best of creatures.  Their reward is with

God: Gardens of Eternity, beneath which rivers

flow; they will dwell therein for ever; God will

pleased with them, and they with Him: all this for

such as fear their Lord and Cherisher.

  (QURAN, Chapter 98 - Verses 07, 08)

 9. Though science & technology has been

intensely developed, can a human being create a small

grain of rice by himself? – NO. Now here the question

arises that a human being who is not capable of creating
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a small grain of rice by him, then how can he create God

(Who created the entire Universe)?

See you, the seed that you sow21 in the ground? Is

it you that cause it to grow, or are we the Cause?

    (QURAN, Chapter 56 - Verses 63, 64)

It is God who causes the seed-grain and the date-

stone to split and sprout. He causes the living to

issue from the dead, and He is the one to cause the

dead to issue from the living. That is God: then

how are you deluded22 away from the truth?

     (QURAN, Chapter 06 - Verses 95)

10.  Can you list out the attributes of non-living

things?

They are…

- Not endowed with life,

- Senseless,

- Powerless,

- Knowledge less,

- Without a function i.e. stones, sand

  dunes etc.,

Can you list out the attributes of living things?

They are…

- Dependent on air, water, fire and food etc,

- Limited to certain period of time,

- Perishable

21. Sow: Place (seeds) in or on the ground for future growth.

22. Deluded: Be false to; be dishonest with.
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By considering the above attributes, can we

equalize the attributes of the non-living with the

attributes of living? The answer is obviously “NO”. Then

how can one be able to equalize the attributes of non-

living and the living with the attributes of God?

God is He, than whom there is no other god; -

Who knows (all things) both secret and open; He,

Most Gracious, Most Merciful.

God is He, than Whom there is no other god; - the

Sovereign23, the Holy One, the Source of Peace

(and Perfection), the Guardian of Faith, the

Preserver of Safety, the Exalted in Might, the

Irresistible, the Supreme: Glory to God! (High is He)

above the partners they attribute to Him.

He is God, the Creator, the Evolver, the Bestower of

Forms (or Colours). To Him belong the Most

Beautiful Names: whatever is in the heavens and

on earth, both declare His Praises and Glory: and

He is the Exalted24 in Might, the Wise.

           (QURAN, Chapter 59 - Verses 22, 23, 24)

T

23. Sovereign: Greatest in status or authority or power.

24. Exalted: Of high moral or intellectual value.
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10. The considerable thing

We came to know that as the only One God who is

the creator of the heavens and the earth created the

human beings in this world, the human beings must

worship the only One God. Furthermore we have

discussed and became familiar with the fact that if the

human beings worship the other things and wordly

powers instead of worshipping the real God, severe

punishments will be there for them in the life hereafter.

Not only the Holy Quran but also the religious books such

as Vedas, Upanishaths, Bhagavad Githa etc proclaiming

about this fact with one voice. But here a doubt arises in

our hearts.

''Is it justice that the real God, the Ultimate Creator,

after creating the human beings,  punishes the persons

in the life hereafter who don't worship Him without

guiding them to the right path?

No. Certainly not. When a person doesn't give any

right information to somebody, he should not ask them,

consider their deeds to be wrong and punish them. If he

punishes them, it would not be considered justice.

When it seems to be unjustice to us, the human

beings, how can the Ultimate Creator do unjustice to His

beloved servants to such a great extent?

In fact, the God made  perfect arrangements for the

guidance of mankind from the very beginning of the

universe. He has done all in all from His end to guide the
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human beings towards the right path and make them real

monotheistics. He sent thousands of His Prophets and

Messengers among every society, every nation in every

era.

The God assigned the duties of Prophethood to the

persons who had the most noble moral characteristics

among the nations. Whatever their languages may be,

whatever their eras may be and their life times may be,

their original message is unique.

"O the people of my nation! Worship only the

Creator. No one is God worshipped by us but Him "

Another angle of saying that the Creator of the

universe provided perfect guidance to the mankind from

the beginning of the universe is that the God had not

sent His Messengers and Prophets towards the common

people with bare hands. God provided the message of His

orders essential for the guidance of mankind in written

form to His messengers. Each and every thing essential

for the guidance of mankind towards the right path

would have been explained clearly in that message. In

short, all they are the preachings regarding the worship of

real God only. Those written scripts are nothing but the

religeous scriptures spread around us today!

If this is the case, then can anybody say that any

Prophet of God had not arrived in this broad India which

has a history of thousands of years and any divine

scripture had not been descended in this region? Indian

society accepts the ancient scriptures of India, Vedas,

Upanishaths, Puranas, Bhagavad Githa etc., as divine
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scriptures and it express a deep devotion upon these

scriptures. Whatever the religeous scriptures, we have to

remember two basic things regarding the scriptures.

To whatever religeous scriptures the preachings

belong, they are limited to the time of the Prophet and

the  society of the era in which they had been

descended. When another Prophet of God arrives into the

world after that Prophet, the Creator of the universe

cancels the preachings of the preceding Prophet. The

arrival of the Prophets one after another is the clear

evidence to this fact.

In the sameway, most of the Prophets who arrived

in this world foretold the good news of the arrival of the

upcoming Prophets. You will be familiar with the

evidences regarding this fact through the sentences of the

next pages.

Quran is for everybody

Hazrath Muhammad (Pbuh) is the last Prophet

among all the Prophets sent by the God, the Creator of

the universe for the guidance of the mankind towards the

straight path. Holy Quran is nothing but the divine

scripture descended on the last Prophet of God. In this

angle, the Holy Quran, the last divine scripture tesifies the

ancient Prophets of God and the divine scriptures of the

ancient times. In short, it doesn't reject and cancel the

ancient divine scriptures and considers them to be false.

Hazrath Muhammad (Pbuh) is Prophet of God for
everybody

Hazrath Muhammad (Pbuh) is the last Prophet
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among all the Prophets sent by the God for the guidance

of the mankind towards the straight path. The good news

of his arrival had been foretold in the ancient divine

scriptures descended on the ancient Prophets. We can

find so many prophesies about Prophet Muhammad

(Pbuh), the last Prophet of God in the Vedic literature.

All the ancient Prophets were sent for a particular

nation and a particular time. But  Prophet Hazrath

Muhammad (Pbuh) was sent as a last Prophet of God for

the entire mankind.

O Prophet! We sent you as a Prophet for the entire

mankind. Allah's testimony is enough for this.

Prophet Muhammad (Pbuh) is not the Prophet for

Muslims only. He is the last Prophet of God who brought

the divine message for all of us. Vedas and Puranas

foretold about his arrival with his name before his arrival.

Prophet Muhammad (Pbuh) in the Hindu
Scriptures

The name of the Prophet Muhammad (Pbuh) was

mentioned with the name 'Naraashansa' in Vedas.

" Naraashansaha Yau Narau Prashasyathe  "

  " The man who is praised....  "

The meaning of the word 'Muhammad' (Pbuh) is

'the praiseworthy'

''O devotees! Listen to the words of this preacher.

This great Saint, the praiseworthy, was born among
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60,090 people. He travels between twenty male

and female camels. Their magnificent fame reaches

even the heaven."

Explanation:

The meaning of the word 'Muhammad' (Pbuh) is

'the praiseworthy'. The population of Makkah is 60,090 at

the time of the birth of Prophet Muhammad (Pbuh).

Prophet Muhammad (Pbuh) is the only Prophet who rode

on camels.

" Vedaahameth phurupha Mahaantha Maadiththa

Yavarna Thamasaha Prsthaavayanaama "

''The person who is called 'Veda Ahamad' is a noble

person. He shines like the sun and drives the darkness

out. We can get the salvation only through knowing

about him. There is no way for the Salvation other than

this ''

"Ethan Minnanthare mlechcha Aachaaryena

samanvithaha Mahaamada ithikhyaathaha

shishyashaakhaa samanvithaha srupaschaiva

mahaadevam marusthala nivaasinam... "

Meaning:  '' A Mlechcha (illiterate) who is a foreiner

preacher will come with his disciples. His name is

Muhammad. He belongs to the desert region. He will be

circumcised and there will be no knit on his head. He will

have beard and he will be non-vegetarian. He speaks

loudly. He will be aquainted as Musalai (Musalmaan)''

In fact, there is a prophecy about Prophet
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Muhammad (Pbuh) in Vedas. His name has been

mentioned in Bhavishya Purana. Furthermore it has been

said that he would preach to the idol worshippers of the

lowest class people. Yes this is a fact. He has been

mentioned as 'Illiterate' in that book. It happened in the

life of Prophet Muhammad (Pbuh). We know that Prophet

Muhammad (Pbuh) is an illeterate. Actually Prophet

Muhammad (Pbuh) has been mentioned in two places.

These things were mentioned in Bhavishya Purana and in

the Mantras 1-3 of 127th Sukthi in the 20th Chapter of

Adharvana Veda.

(Krishna Consiousness & Christianity, Page no.78,

officer Satyaraja dasa)

Prophet Muhammad (Pbuh) was mentioned in the

Buddhist Scriptures also.

" Nanda! I am not the first and the last Budhdha in

this world. More Budhdhas also will come after

me.... A Budhdha who provides a complete and

pure way of life to the world will arrive. O Nanda!

He is 'Maitreya' "

Overall, we came to the conclusion that the creator

who sent the ancient Prophets and made descended the

ancient divine scriptures is the only One Creator of the

universe who sent the last Prophet Hazrath Muhammad

(Pbuh)  for the guidance of mankind and made

descended the Holy Quran in this world.

T
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11. Conclusion

My Dear Friend,

I hope you are now able to judge what is RIGHT and

what is WRONG?

The Truth is in Front of you…

Now it is up to you to decide whether you want to

follow the TRUTH and be SUCCESSFUL in this world and

the hereafter or to drop yourself into a theoretical world

of illogical & unproven facts with a lot of confusion

around.

The Only way for salvation in this World & the

hereafter is to follow this Truth and lead a true life in the

light of the Holy Quran, the divine guidance for humanity

till the day of resurrection.

My Dear Friend, Finally I end my words with the

beautiful and appealing words of the Almighty Lord from

the Holy Quran.

O mankind! Worship your Lord, Who has created

you and those who came before you, that you may

have the chance to learn righteousness.

Who made the earth a resting place for you and

the heaven a canopy25 and (Who) sends down rain

from the clouds thereby producing fruits as food for

you. Then do not set up rivals unto Allah when you

know (the truth).

And if you are in doubt as to what We have

revealed from time to time to Our servant, then

25. Canopy: The umbrella like part of a parachute that fills with air
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produce a chapter like it and call on your witnesses

besides Allah if you are truthful.  (QURAN 2:21-23)

There is no compulsion in religion. The right

direction is henceforth distinct from error. And he

who rejected false deities and believed in Allah has

grasped a firm handhold, which will never break.

Allah is the all hearing and all knowing.

         (QURAN 2 : 256)

Say: "What thing is the most great in witness?" Say:

"God is witness between me and you; this Quran

has been revealed to me that I may therewith warn

you and whomsoever it may reach.  Can you verily

bear witness that besides God there are other

gods?"  Say: "I bear no (such) witness!"  Say: "But

in truth, He is the only One God.  And truly I am

innocent of what you join in worship with Him."

  (QURAN 6 : 19)

By studying and analyzing Various Scriptures of the

Hindu Religion we came to know that the Hidden TRUTH

about Worshipping the Creator (God) is… … … … …

 Worship the 'CREATOR', But not His Creations

If we practically implement the above Truth, which is

shown through various proofs and references from the

various Holy Scriptures by the grace of the God Almighty,

every one of us can achieve salvation.

 Strive Always To Excel in Virtue and Truth
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Our nation is one and our God is also One!

Appeal  to  the readers
If you like the message of this book and if you think that it

is beneficial for others also, give this book to others after

you read. Please don't save this book for the decoration of

your shelf

This book is available in the following languages:

English, Hindi, Kannada, Urdu and Telugu.

Contact  for  more details:

Mobile   : +91 9032430375
Email     : contact@worship-the-creator.com

Visit        : www.worship-the-creator.com
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